A PATHWAY THROUGH HISTORY, TALES AND STREETS

Geneva

Discover new and surprising Geneva, off the main streets. The biggest of the small capitals is especially known for its international and cosmopolitan character, for its water jet, but it is also the second green city of Europe, the third wine-making canton of Swiss and the first producer of tomatoes ...

Measure the Old town which abounds in picturesque places and in small alleys with surprising names. You will discover in just a few hours a charming and alive City.

Carouge

A world apart a few steps away from the center of Geneva, Carouge with its Mediterranean perfume welcomes you. Experience the charm and secrets of this attractive town, built by Italian architects upon the order of the King of Sardinia, during the Age of Enlightenment. Learn about the crafts and meet the artisans in their shops and ateliers, walk through quaint passageways and arrive at surprising courtyards and gardens, pause for a coffee in a local bistro and enjoy the warmth of the welcoming carougeois.